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Abstract

This paper presents a physically-based animation system for generating realistic motion of primate

brachiation. One of the main aims of this system is to facilitate the process of generating brachiation

sequences with appropriate automaticity and also provide the animator with adequate controllability. A

hybrid system based on an integration of three control modules of di�erent levels. The low-level control

module, namely forward dynamics interactive module can be employed to rapidly manipulate the torque

values at speci�c joints of a simplied primate �gure. Both the mid-level and high-level control modules

are designated to automate the process of generating the basic global brachiation movements of the

primate �gure. The performance of the system is evaluated by measuring the animation results quali-

tatively and quantitatively. Experimental results have demonstrated the e�ectiveness and robustness of

the paradigm by generating animated sequences of realistic brachiating motion.

1. Introduction

An e�ective animation system should comprise of two

essential features, namely, controllability and auto-

maticity. Generally, controllability is de�ned as the ca-

pability of an animation system to aid an animator in

realising his/her required aesthetic motion of a charac-

ter. Whereas, automaticity is referred to the capacity

of an animation system to generate appropriate mo-

tion of characters without human intervention. In the

last decade, many physically-based animation system

were developed for generating realistic gaits of various

creatures. In particular, animation frameworks based

on the application of physically-based controllers have

demonstrated promising results for simulating the dy-

namics movements of creatures 9; 5; 13; 6.

In this paper, a hybrid system comprising of three

levels of control, namely, low-level interactive con-

trol, mid-level tailored control and high-level control

are appropriately integrated for generating realistic

brachiating movements of a simpli�ed primate model.

The main feature distinguishing our approach from

prior works is the proposed animation model for the

generation of brachiating motion of a simpli�ed three

link tree structure �gure is considered. In this brachi-

ating locomotion model, the knowledge of brachiat-

ing primate 8, acquired from the literature of biology

and biomechanics has been appropriately incorporated

into the animation system.
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Figure 1: Overview of Brachiation Animation System

2. Related Work

Brachiation of a primate is generally referred to a pri-

mate suspending and swinging with arms shifting from

one holder to another. A video sequence illustrating

brachiating motion of Siamang can be found in the

web site 7. The representation of articulated primates

for synthesizing brachiating movements is categorized

as an underactuated system in which the number of

actuators is less than the degrees of freedom (DOF).
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Brachiation is an active-constrained motion since a

primate model can actively act with at least one arm

held ( hence the constraint ) with the palm grasping

a holder. This is distinguished from full active mo-

tion where the posture can be completely controlled

( e.g. humanoid torso dancing6 ), and from fully free

body motion ( e.g. human diving14 ). To the best of

our knowledge, the generation of brachiation motion

in the domain of computer animation has not been

considered. Although, there are several researchers im-

plemented brachiating robots 11; 12; 3; 2; 1, their mod-

els were mainly considering the e�ciency and stability

of swing-up motion based on a simple chain structure

model. In this aspect, the realism and naturalness of

brachiation is not an essential requirement of a brachi-

ating robot. On the contrary, this is a crucial com-

ponent of a plausible model for generating animated

sequences of brachiation.

3. Simpli�ed Primate Brachiating Model

In our system, a primate is represented using a simpli-

�ed primate model consisting of three rigid links con-

nected by two rotary joints with one degree of freedom

each ( see Fig. 2 ). The con�guration of these links

representing the trunk, holding and grasping arms is

shown in Fig. 2. Each of the two rotary joints consists

of an angular actuator to apply the internal torque to

the joint. In this case, no torque is applied at the joint

between a holder and the palm of the grasping hand.

Having de�ned the model structure, SD/FAST10is em-

ployed to generate the equations of motion for the dy-

namics simulation of brachiating movements.

4. Control Modules

4.1. Low-level Interactive Control

To increase the controllability of the system, an in-

teractive dynamics simulation module is employed to

modify the subtleties of the brachiation movement of

the simpli�ed primate �gure. An animator is able to

modify the subtle movements by adjusting the torque

applying to the joints. This can be achieved by ma-

nipulating the control points of a B-spline curve ap-

proximating the trajectories of the joint torques. It is

anticipated the joint torque values can be iteratively

tuned by studying the visual results generated from

the state outputs ( i.e. angle, velocity and accelera-

tion ) of the dynamics simulation.

4.2. Mid-level Tailored Control

By studying the biomechanics literature 8 and observ-

ing the video clip of brachiation motion of a primate7,

two desired requirements are required, namely the

pump energy of the dynamics motion for enabling a

proper swing-up and the grasping of targeted holder

when the swing reaches a certain height. A tailored

controller is developed to accomplish these require-

ments and the details are explained in the following

subsections.

4.2.1. Swing-up Control

The main idea of swing-up control is to extend the

body so as to pull down the centre of mass of the body

and to contract the body so as to pull up the centre

of mass of the body according to di�erent swinging

states8. In our work, a complete cycle of swing motion

consists of four states, namely, Swing Forward-Down

(SFD), Swing Forward-Up (SFU), Swing Backward-

Down (SBD), and Swing Backward-Up (SBU). The

details of the con�guration of each of these states are

shown in Fig. 2. In the state of SFD, it is further sub-

divided into two sub-states, namely, SFD-U and SFD-

L which are referred when the trunk of a primate is

above and below the extending line of the holding arm,

respectively ( see Swing Forward Down State in Fig.

2 ). To achieve a swing motion, a joint-space PD con-

trol method is employed to compute the appropriate

torque values for the rotary joints of a primate at dif-

ferent states for accomplishing the targeted postures.
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Figure 2: Swing States

4.2.2. Grasping Control

Two alarm attributes are designated to trigger the ex-

ecution of grasping control (GRP). One of the alarms

is the distance, Dgt, between the palm of a grasping

hand and a targeted holder. The other alarm is the

holding arm angle, �h, measured between the hold-

ing arm and the vertical axis. The meaning of these

two alarm attributes can also be referred to Fig. 3.

Once the values of these two alarms reach certain pre-

speci�ed threshold values, the tailored controller will

execute the grasping control module attempting to re-

duce the angles, � and  by using PD control approach
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to move the primate model, where � denotes the an-

gle, 6 GST and  denotes the angle measured from the

trunk to the vertical axis ( see Fig. 3 ).
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Figure 3: Grasping Control

4.3. High-level Control

The automatic adjustment of the position of the con-

trol points of the curves representing the rotary torque

values is accomplished by dynamically observing the

outcome of the performance metric computed using

the current torque curve. The performance metrics

employed in the high-level control at di�erent states

are shown in Table 1. For example, in the case of SFD

state, the objectives of the performance metric are des-

ignated to maximise the kinetic energy EK of the pri-

mate body to achieve the desired posture, namely the

trunk in parallel with the holding arm of the primate.

State Energy Targeted Posture

SFD Maximise EK Trunk k Holding Arm

SFU Maximise EP Trunk ? Ground

SBD Maximise EK Trunk k Holding Arm

SBU Maximise EP Trunk ? Ground

GRP Minimise Dgt Trunk ? Ground

Table 1: Objectives of Performance Metrics at Dif-

ferent States

5. Integration of Control Modules

The above mentioned three levels of control modules

can be applied to di�erent intervals of a brachiating

animation sequence either as an individual module or

a combination of them. To apply in a combinational

manner, we generally combine the low-level with the

mid-level control modules or the low-level with the

high-level control modules for maintaining the balance

between controllability and automaticity. To combine

the low-level and mid-level control modules, the mid-

level tailored controller is �rst applied for generating

a reference brachiating motion for an interval. Next,

an animator can then employ the low-level interactive

control module for accomplishing the subtle motion

of the �nal motion sequence by manipulating the con-

trol points of the signal curve representing the torques

of the rotary joints. Similary, the combination of low-

level and high-level control modules is �rst executed

by the high-level controller for generating a reference

animation sequence before embarking on the low-level

module. In this case, the animator can easily obtain a

reference sequence without having to specify the de-

tails of the performance metrics which is certainly a

non-trivial task.

6. Experimental Results

In this section, a representative experiment is em-

ployed to exemplify the e�ectiveness, robustness and

problems of the proposed brachiation animation sys-

tem. In this experiment, we will summarize the anal-

ysis of the kinetic energy (Ek), potential energy (Ep),

distance between the palm of a grasping hand and a

target (Dgt) and the realism of an animated sequence.

The �rst three metrics, Ek; Ep and Dgt are employed

to quantitatively measure the performance of the con-

trollers for swing down, swing up and grasping, re-

spectively. In the case of the measure of the realism of

brachiating motion, this can only be pursued qualita-

tively.

The quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the

results of controlling a swing forward motion ( i.e. in

this case swing up motion ) and a grasping motion are

reported. In this example, a free swing (FS) and �ve

di�erent setups of control modules, namely low-level

(L), mid-level (M), high-level (H), a combination of

mid- and low-levels (M-L) and a combination of high-

and low-levels (H-L) are employed. The quantitative

and qualitative measures of the results are tabulated

in Table 2. In the case of free swing (FS), the primate

�gure was not able to grasp the targeted holder (

e.g. smallest value of Dgt is 0.8 ) due to the lack of

strength being applied to the rotary joints. For the

rest of the cases, the primate �gure was able to grasp

the targeted holder successfully. The animation se-

quences of the experimental results can be referred to

http://www.cgit.ntu.edu.sg/�zzheng/Research/index.html.

Control E
k

E
p

Qualitative Evaluation

FS 24.7 -0.894 Lack of strength, grasping unsuccessful

L 28.1 -0.894 Uniform motion, lack of momentum

M 32.6 -0.768 Strong momentum, excessive power

H 27.9 -0.707 Grasping posture unnatural

H-L 25.8 -0.736 Grasping posture more natural

M-L 51.2 -0.779 Realistic motion achieved

Table 2: Quantitative and Qualitative Evaluation
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(a) Free Swing (b) Low-level Control

(c) Mid-level Control (d) High-level Control

(e) M-L Control (f) H-L Control

Figure 4: Samples of Brachiating Sequences Gener-

ated With (a) Free Swing, (b) Low-level Control, (c)

Mid-level Control, (d) High-level Control, (e) A Com-

bination of Mid-level and Low-level Controls and (f)

A Combination of High-level and Low-level Controls.

7. Conclusion

A physically-based animation system for generating

brachiating motion of primates has been presented.

A hybrid system comprising of low-level, mid-level

and high-level control modules has been developed to

maintain the balance between controllability and au-

tomaticity of the system. The relevant knowledge of

the biomechanics of primates has been incorporated

into the design of the mid-level and high-level con-

trollers. Experimental results have been reported to

demonstrate the e�ectiveness and robustness of the

proposed animation paradigm for producing realistic

brachiating movements.
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